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BOOKING TERMS & CONDITIONS – ENDALLAH 

Updated on January 1st 2019 

 

The below Booking Terms & Conditions translation have been translated in English to enable better understanding of 

our foreigner clients. Note that the translation is solely indicative and cannot be substitute for the original French 

version.   

 

Introduction 

Endallah is a non-profit organization based at 20 allée Auguste Renoir 13380 Plan-de-Cuques France and has been 

created on June 1st, 2018, declared at the Prefecture des Bouches-du-Rhône and published in the Journal Officiel on 

June 3rd 2018.  

 

E-mail : info@endallahtours.com or contact@endallah.org  

SIRET Number: 842 820 102 00015 

 

Endallah is registered at the French organization of tour operators under the following number: IM 013190002. 

Endallah benefits from the financial guarantee of the National Association of Tourism Organizations (UNAT – FMS), 

based at 8 rue César Franck – 75015 Paris FRANCE  

Endallah benefits, via the French Association for Fair & Sustainable Tourism, from a professional indemnity insurance 

via MAIF Organizations - 200 ave Salvador Allende – 79038 Niort cedex 9 (N° 3262472N), for a total amount of 5 000 

000 €. 

 

The below Terms & Conditions are set by the decree n° 2018-1871 from December 29th December 2017 and the order 

n° 2017-1717 from December 20th, 2019, translating the directive 2015/2302 from the European Parliament and 

Council from November 25th 2015, regarding to the package travels and services linked to travels.  

 

I. BOOKING TERMS & CONDITIONS VALIDITY 
 
The below Bookings Terms & Conditions are applicable for all sales done as of January 1st, 2019.  
 

II. PRELIMINARY INFORMATION 
 

In compliance with the  article L211-8 of the Tourism Law, the travel program, together with the practical information 
in the travel information sheets form Endallah, and the Booking terms and conditions are meant to inform you prior 
to your booking, especially about the major characteristics of the trip, the transport, Endallah contact details, the price 
of the trip with the payment conditions, the cancellation fees, the possible changes to the contract, insurances and 
boundaries crossing conditions.  
 
In compliance with the article L211-9 of the Tourism Law, both parties agree that Endallah can change information on 
the websites, brochures, travel descriptions documents, especially regarding the prices, characteristics of the transport 
and trip, identity of the airlines, opening and closing dates of the hotels, itineraries, minimum number of participants 
needed to validate the trip …  
 
 

III. BOOKING 
 

mailto:info@endallahtours.com
mailto:contact@endallah.org
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If you want to book one of our trips or get a quotation for a tailor-made program, you can send us a request through 
our website or by reaching out to us via email or phone. The total price for the trip will be the one mentioned on the 
quotation you will get from us, depending on your travel dates and you can book following the below process. 
 

1. Booking 
 

You accept to realize the trip as explained in your program by booking. The booking is effective when you: 
- Sign the quotation/program together with the booking terms and conditions 
- Pay to Endallah the deposit planned in the below article III.3 
- If you have chosen to subscribe to an insurance, sign the contract of the chosen insurance.  

 
The subscription to the trip engages you once and for all, and you will be able to cancel/change the trip only within 
the conditions of the article VI stated below.   
 

2. Responsibility of the signatory 
 

-  The signatory of the travel contract should be over the age of majority and have legal capacity to book. The signatory 
acts for himself/herself but also for all the person associated with his/her booking. He/she guarantees to be authorized 
to do so and guarantees the veracity of all the given information. 
 
- The booking requests for minors will have to be signed by the father, mother or the legal representant of the minor 
and mention “Agreement of the father, mother or legal representant”. Minors who are not travelling with their parents 
or legal representants should carry, on top of the required identity documents for the trip and depending on the 
destination, a valid authorization to exit the territory. On top, on the documents provided by Endallah, the signatory 
should mention a phone number and a postal address enabling the minor to get in contact with the parents or legal 
representants. For the minors travelling with one of the parents, legal representants or any other major person, please 
make sure that you have all the necessary document for the minor travelling with you (identity documents required 
for the trip, and possibly authorization to exit the country) and/or, if the parents are not travelling with the child, 
establish the proof that the parents authorize the trip thanks to a written letter from the parents, together with a copy 
of the family record book and a copy of the parents identity documents.  
 
The book of the trip, via email or signature of the travel program, automatically involve the acceptance of Endallah 
Responsible Travellers Charter.  
 

3. Payment conditions 
 
When booking, you should pay a deposit of 30% of the trip amount and total amount of the plane tickets if Endallah 
book them for you.  
For all bookings made less than 45 days before departure, the payment should be done at once and for the total 
amount of the trip, including the plane tickets.  
 
The amount of the optional travel insurance accepted by the travellers should be paid at the booking with the deposit.  
 
For all bookings made more than 45 days before departure, the balance of the trip should absolutely be paid, without 
any reminder from Endallah, 45 days before departure at the latest.  
 
Any delay in the balance payment will be considered as a cancellation from your side, for which Endallah will apply the 
cancellation fees detailed on the below article VI.  
 
In compliance with the article L 121-21-8 of the Consumption Law, you don’t benefit from a retraction period when 
buying a travel service. Your subscription is irrevocable as soon as you sign the travel proposal.  
 
 

IV. PRICE 
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1. The price includes / does not include 
 
The trip programs explain what is included in the price and what is not.  
Generally, the vaccinations, visa and administrative fees, drinks, personal purchases and personal equipment are never 
included in the price, unless mentioned in the program.  
 
The applicable price is the price at the moment of the booking. It is confirmed before validation of your travel program.  
 
Your travel proposal includes the description of the trip/tour, what is included in the price and what is not, and 
potentially your specific requirements that have been accepted by Endallah.  
 

2. Price correction 
 
In compliance with the articles L211-12 and R211-8 of the Tourism Law, up to 20 days before departure, the prices can 
be changed, increased or decreased by Endallah, as soon as those changes remain minor, without any possibility of 
cancellation without fees from your side, to take into consideration the following variations: 

- Passengers transport prices due to fuel or other energies prices changes 
- Taxes on the travel services included in the contract from another entity that does not directly participate in 

the contract execution, including tourism taxes, landing/boarding taxes in airports and harbours …   
 
In case of a price decrease, Endallah is allowed to deduct its real administrative spending from the refund to the 
traveller.  
 
If one or several travellers registered on the same trip cancel their participation to the trip, the trip can be maintained 
as soon as the other travellers will have paid, before departure, the potential extra charge of the services that have 
been changed due to the travellers cancellation. Any refusal to do so will be considered as a cancellation from the 
concerned travellers with application of the conditions stated in the article VI.   
 

V. ADMINISTRATIVE AND SANITARY FORMALITIES 
 

For any destination, a list of all the necessary documents, vaccinations and sanitary recommendations is given for 
indication (please refer to the document “Advises to Travelers before the trip”). However, it’s the responsibility of the 
traveller to get information from the given organizations and to check the compliance of the necessary documents 
depending on the trip they have chosen, especially regarding customs, police and health formalities.  
 
Before booking one of our trip, it is your responsibility to check that each travellers, depending on its personal situation 
and nationality, has a passport or National identity card that is valid (some countries require the document to be valid 
more than 6 months after the return of the trip) and in good condition, as well as all the other documents that may be 
required to enter / transit by the countries of the trip.  
 
Endallah informs you that the average time needed to get a visa is on average 15 days, as soon as the Embassy or 
Consulate has received all the documents required. This time can extend up to 28 days on average, depending on the 
countries.  
 
The passports, visas or any other travel documents fees are at your own expense and cannot be refunded in any case.  
In case of a problem or reject of one of the documents by the local authorities for any reason, the extra fees will be at 
the own charge of the travellers and cannot be refunded by Endallah.  
 
In any case, Endallah is not responsible for the consequences of non-respecting those police, customs and sanitaria’s 
rules.   
 
For the organization of your trip, we inform you that some countries and/or service providers (especially customs 
authorities, airlines…) require the transmission of some of your personal data to fill forms and/or respect the rules of 
their booking/checking system.   
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We also let you know that you must communicate information (name, surnames, date of birth, gender) that are exactly 
identical to your identity documents used for the trip to fill all the forms required.  
  

VI. CHANGE/CANCELLATION OF THE TRIP FROM THE TRAVELLER  
 

1. Change/interruption of the trip 
 
After booking the trip and before departure, any change request regarding the transport and especially the 
names/surnames of the travellers can lead to extra fees and/or penalty fees. The amount should imperatively be paid 
to Endallah by any way, before departure. Without this payment, Endallah is not obliged to make the changes.  
 
After booking the trip and before departure, any change request regarding some services (add/remove some services, 
change of the return timing, extension, change of accommodations…) should be first approved by Endallah and will 
require the payment of the pertaining fees, by any way, before departure.  Without this payment, Endallah is not 
obliged to make the changes.  
 
After booking the trip and before departure, any change request regarding the date of departure and/or return can 
imply extra fees. If the travellers don’t pay those fees, it will be considered as a cancellation from the travellers for 
which the conditions stated in the below article VI.2 will apply.  
 
Any change request as of the departure date and/or request to remove part of the trip will not imply any refund from 
the initial services. All new service/change request should be approved by Endallah first and will be accepted 
depending on availabilities.  
 

2. Cancellation by the traveller 
 

In compliance with the article L211-14 I of the Tourism law, the traveller can cancel the contract at any moment by 
paying the below fees. Any cancellation request from the traveller should be sent to Endallah (and to its insurance 
company if needs be) by any way allowing to get an acknowledgment of receipt. The date of the reception of the 
request will be the one used for the calculation of the below fees.  
The insurance is not refundable (by Endallah not by the insurance company).  
 
Based on the services planned in your trip and to consider the constraints imposed by our suppliers, in case of 
cancellation from your side before the departure, we will apply the below cancellation fees policy:  
 
More than 90 days before departure: 20% of the total amount of the trip 
Between 89 and 45 days before departure: 50% of the total amount of the trip 
Between 44 and 15 days before departure: 80% of the total amount of the trip 
14 days or less before departure: 100% of the total amount of the trip 
 
The refund of the airport taxes will depend on the refund policy of the airlines and Endallah and/or the insurance 
company cannot interfere in this decision.  
If the penalty fees required by the airlines are superior to the above cancellation policy, the penalties will be supported 
by the traveller.  
 
In case of cancellation, for any reason, the fees paid outside of the Endallah trip by the travellers (like the transport 
and accommodations up to the departure place, or for the way back home, travel documents like visa fees, 
vaccinations fees…) will not be refunded.  
 
You can also cancel your contract before departure within the conditions of the article 211-14-II of the tourism law, 
knowing that the occurrence of those circumstances will be stated based on objective elements.  
 
 

VII. CHANGE/CANCELLATION FROM ENDALLAH  
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1. Change from Endallah before departure 
 

Before departure, if an external event (in the sense of the article L. 211-13 from the tourism law) constrains Endallah 
to change an essential element of the travel program, Endallah will let you know on a durable document, as soon as 
possible. You will be offered either a change in the trip, either another trip.  
You can then either accept the change proposal, either cancel the contract. The traveller choosing the cancellation can 
get a total refund of the paid amount within maximum 14 days after the contract cancellation.  
Unless you have been given a different information, you should give your decision (accept the change or cancellation) 
within maximum 7 days as soon as you get the information.  
Without any response during this given time, Endallah will consider that you have accepted the changes proposed.  
 

2. Change from Endallah after departure 

After departure, if Endallah would have been obliged to change an essential element of the program, Endallah should 
inform you as soon as possible and offer you, if needed, a new service to replace the initial one, in the conditions 
stated in the article R. 211-11 of the tourism law.  

3. Cancellation by Endallah 
 

Endallah can cancel the trip before departure, and without any solution of replacement with the applicable price, can 
refund the total amount already paid without being asked to give extra compensations, in the following cases: 
1°/ When a minimum number of participants is required for the trip and this number has not been reached, if Endallah 
informs you:  

• 20 days before the departure if the trip lasts more than 6 days 

• 7 days before the departure if the trip lasts from 2 to 6 days 

• 48h before the start of the trip if the trip lasts not more than 2 days 
 
2°/ if Endallah cannot execute the contract due to exceptional and inevitable reasons.  
 
In the other cases, if Endallah decides to cancel the trip before the departure, and if both parties don’t manage to have 
an agreement on a replacement trip, Endallah will refund everything that has been already paid by the traveller and 
will pay an extra compensation at least equal to what the traveller would have paid if he/she would have cancelled 
the trip himself at this date.  
 
Endallah will pay back as soon as possible and anyway within maximum 14 days after the contract cancellation.  
 
 

VIII. TRIP DURATION 
 

The trip duration is calculated in number of nights and take into account the time dedicated to transport (including 
transfers) and the time of the stay, from the hour of summons at the airport on the first day to the hour of landing on 
the last day (if the plane tickets are included in your trip) or from the pick up at the airport of arrival to the drop off at 
the airport of departure (if the plane tickets are not included).  
 
As such, it is possible that the first and/or the last night, and the first and/or the last day are totally dedicated to 
transfers. The traveller is informed that the trip can be shorten by a few hours at the arrival/return, or that the trip 
can be extended, especially due to plane hours, weather conditions or security reasons especially during high traffic 
periods.  
 

IX. SUMMONS AND TRAVEL DOCUMENTS  
 
Before the trip and in compliance with the article L211-10 of the Tourism Law, Endallah will send you a summons and 
a travel book (in paper or via email) including all the necessary information for the trip (plane tickets if needed, practical 
information, equipment to take, detailed contact of Endallah representant in the country…).  
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Endallah asks the traveller to really respect the hours mentioned on the summons and to take into account the waiting 
time due to customs and polices checks. Any arrival after the limit hour written on your travel document will lead to 
the contract cancellation due to the traveller and will involve the payment of the associated fees.  
 
Each traveller recognizes having read all this information for departure and is invited to take them during the trip.  
 

X. FLIGHTS  
 
1. Airlines identity 

 
Endallah will communicate on your travel program the identity of the airline(s) that you could travel with together 
with hours indication and if possible, the stopovers already known at this date. In case of any change after your 
booking, Endallah will communicate as soon as the team is aware and up to your departure, any change in the identity 
of the airline(s) that will operate your flights. In compliance with our regulation, we inform you that you can check the 
European list of the banned airlines here: https://ec.europa.eu/transport/modes/air/safety/air-ban_en  
 

2. Stopovers and connections 
 

When they are known before or at the moment of the booking, the estimated departure and return time will be 
communicated, but you should know that they can be changed.  
 
We indeed clarify that :  

• Given the important number of airports and their own constraints, those timings can be changed and are often 
confirmed when needed before departure 

• Any technical incident, bad weather conditions or other elements can lead to important delays or even airport 
change 

• When they are known before or when booking, the duration and the place of the takeovers and connections 
will be communicated. They can also be changed 

• The connections time are determined by the airlines according to their flights schedule and can be changed. 
It does not represent a valid reason for cancelling the trip without fees.  

 
In compliance with the article L211-10 of the tourism law, all the necessary documents and information about the 
hour of departure, deadline for check-in and hours of the stopovers, connections and arrival will be communicated to 
you before the trip, when needed.  
 

3. Specificities  
 

Considering the small size of its groups of travellers, Endallah usually purchased the plane tickets as soon as your 
booking is confirmed. The prices of the trips can then be readjusted depending on the available tariffs in economic 
section. Endallah recommends to book as soon as possible, especially for school holidays periods. Any late booking 
could involve extra fees, that will be communicated before the booking.  
 
The prices of our trips are established with the departure city mentioned in the description. In most of the cases it is 
possible to choose another city, but this could potentially result in extra charge which will be communicated before 
booking.  
 

4. Transports conditions  
 
The maximum luggage weight is different from one airline to another and will be communicated by Endallah. In case 
of the loss or late delivery of the luggage, the airline is the only responsible (Montreal Convention 28/06/2004). Thus, 
any registered luggage that would have been lost or damaged should be declared directly to the airline.  
 
If you subscribe to the optional insurance that Endallah offers in the article XIV-2 of the booking terms and conditions, 
this damage could be covered if the conditions written in the contract with the insurance are respected.  
 

https://ec.europa.eu/transport/modes/air/safety/air-ban_en
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In compliance with the international air transportation regulation, any airline can change the hours and/or itinerary, 
departure and arrival airports without any prior notice.  
In case of any change from the airline external to Endallah, specifically due to technical incidents, bad weather 
conditions, political events, delays or cancellations or strikes, incremental stopovers, change of aircraft, change of 
itinerary, the traveller will have to pay the cancellation fees written on the above article VI if the traveller decides to 
cancel the trip.  
 
Endallah will not refund the expenses (taxis, accommodations, transports) as soon as the traveller is being taken care 
by the airline.  
In case of transport delay, lost or damaged luggage, boarding refusal due to overbooking and/or flight cancellation, 
each traveller should keep all the original documents (boarding pass, tickets, luggage ticket…) and ask a written 
document from the airline stating the facts to be able to claim compensations. The traveller should send the request 
to the airline with all the documents as soon as possible.  
 
Endallah is not responsible in any way of the change in hours, itineraries, change of airports due to external events. In 
such conditions, the potential delay will not involve any compensation from Endallah to the traveller.  
 

5. Transport before departure and after the trip  
 
For the travellers who organize themselves their transports to the departure place and the way back home after the 
trip, Endallah advise you to book tickets/accommodations that can be cancelled or changed, and plan enough time for 
the transfers. Endallah also recommends not to take any important appointment the day before your trip and the day 
after.  
 
You cannot ask Endallah to refund any of those services if you don’t use them, even due to a change in the services 
that Endallah provides.  
Vous ne pourrez pas exiger de Endallah un quelconque remboursement en cas de prestations réservées non utilisées.  
 

XI. LAND TRANSPORTATION 
 
During the stay, each participant must follow the instructions and rules from the guide. Endallah is not responsible for 
any incident or physical injuries that are due to an imprudence from the traveller.  
 
The services that are not used during the trip (transfers, visits, accommodations etc …) following a traveller decision 
cannot be refunded. As stated in the article VI.1, any services changed during the stay upon the traveller request will 
be accepted under the conditions of the local suppliers and any extra charges will be paid directly to the local suppliers, 
without committing Endallah responsibility.  
 
The traveller who books the trip alone and did not ask for a single room will pay the extra fees for the single room. 
However, if we find another traveller to share a room with him/her, we can deduce these extra fees.  
 

XII. TRANSFER OF THE TRAVEL CONTRACT TO ANOTHER PERSON  

In compliance with the articles L211-11 and R 211-7 of the tourism law, you can transfer your travel contract to another 
person under the same conditions as you have booked the trip (same accommodations, same meals…), before 
departure. You should inform Endallah about this decision 7 days before the departure the latest. In case of transfer 
to another person, the travellers should pay the fees induced by the transfer that will be communicated by Endallah.  

 
XIII. RESPONSIBILITY 

 
 
Endallah is responsible to properly execute the services written in the contract in compliance with the article 211-6 of 
the tourism law and is responsible to help the traveller in case of any difficulty, in compliance with the article L211-17-
1 from the tourism law.  
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Endallah is not responsible in case of: 
- Loss or theft of the plane tickets given to the travellers 
- Travellers not showing the required administrative or sanitary documents to the local authorities in 

accordance with the information given by Endallah 
- Damages due to the traveller or any other person/entity exterior to the services offered by Endallah and 

included in the contract, or damages due to an inevitable event, or damages due to exceptional circumstances. 
The responsibility of Endallah will never be implied for indirect damages.  

- Late arrival at the meeting point or late check-in for all the transfers. In case of delay, Endallah will not refund 
any tickets 

- The travellers buying some services / products during the travel and non-written in Endallah contract 
- Cancellation due to exceptional and inevitable circumstances and/or for any security reasons, and/or following 

local authorities’ guidelines. Under those circumstances, Endallah can change the dates, hours and itineraries 
initially planned if the traveller’s security may be at stake, without any authorization from the travellers.  

 
The responsibility of the airlines is limited in case of any damage or complaint of any kind to the air transport of the 
passengers and their luggage as stated in their terms conditions and in compliance with the international legislation 
in use (Warsaw Agreement from 1929, Montreal Agreement from May 28th 1999) and/or European legislation 
(especially the European rule 261/2004 from February 11th 2004). The responsibility of Endallah is not superior to the 
one of the airlines following the above rules. 

If Endallah responsibility is committed due to the doings of its suppliers, the article L 211-17-IV of the tourism law will 
apply. Except in case of physical damages, the maximum financial responsibility of Endallah is limited to three times 
the price of the trip.  

 
XIV. INSURANCES 

 
1. Assistance repatriation  

 
Endallah benefits from an assistance/repatriation insurance through MAIF – Organizations – 200 avenue Salvadore 
Allende – 79038 Niort Cedex 9 France via its membership to the French Organization of Fair Tourism. This insurance 
covers all the participants to the trips offered by Endallah.  
 
The assistance/repatriation insurance is included in all Endallah trips.  
 
ASSISTANCE REPATRIATION: MAIF Contract n°3262472N (subscribed by the French Association of Fair tourism) 
The MAIF Contract, through the assistance supplier IMA GIE guarantees you during your stay for the below risks, 
excluding the cases of a pathology established before the contract signature, or a disease that has been cured:  

- Physical accident, disease, death 
- Public liability, physical damages 
- Material damages 

 
Endallah recommends the travellers to read in detail all the guarantees with their amounts and exclusions before your 
booking, via the document sent by Endallah.  
 
If you think that those guarantees or their amounts are not enough, you are free to subscribe to another insurance.  
 
If you decide to extend the trip on your own, the assistance/repatriation insurance only covers the part of your stay 
that Endallah has organized.  
 

2. Optional travel insurance: cancellation / luggage / interruption  
 

The guarantees in case of cancellation, interruption, loss or theft of luggage, plane or train delays, price stability is not 
included in the price of the trip. Endallah highly recommend you subscribe to the contract Allianz Multirisque through 
its partner Assurinco. The amount is 2.5% of the total amount of the trip.  
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You can check all the offered guarantees in the document sent by Endallah.  
 
The subscription to this optional travel insurance is offered during your booking and the amount should be paid when 
booking the trip.  
 
A « late » subscription is possible in the following conditions:  

- The time between the booking of the trip and the subscription to the insurance is equal to 14 days or less.  
- The departure is planned in more than 30 days. 

 
Any event that may happen between the trip booking and the subscription to the optional travel insurance cannot be 
considered. You can ask for the booking terms of the insurance.  
 
If you are already covered for the same guarantees by an insurance contract that you have previously subscribed to, 
we inform you that you have 14 days to cancel your subscription as of the signature, without any fees or penalties, if 
all the below conditions are respected:  

- This contract has been subscribed for a personal and nonprofessional use  
- This contract is complementary to a good or service that you have bought from a supplier 
- You can justify that you are already covered for one of the damages guaranteed by this new contract 
- The contract that you would like to cancel is not already fully executed 
- You have not declared any damage guaranteed by this contract 

 
In this situation, you can cancel the contract with a written letter, or any other sustainable documentation sent to the 
insurance, together with a document justifying that you already benefit from an insurance covering one of the 
damages guaranteed by this new contract. The insurance should refund the amount paid within 30 days after your 
cancellation.  
 
If you have subscribed to complementary guarantees (cancellation – interruption – luggage theft …) and wish to benefit 
from them, you should directly contact your insurance.  
 

XV. MANDATORY INFORMATION FROM THE TRAVELLER 
 
The traveller should inform Endallah in writing and before the preparation of the travel program of any specificity 
about him/her that could affect the travel (disabilities or reduced mobility, presence of a pet, transportation of 
instruments, special diet or food allergies…) and any special request.   
 

XVI. INFORMATION FOR PERSON WITH REDUCED MOBILITY 
 
The travel program of Endallah give some explanations regarding the level of access of the trip for the person with 
reduced mobility, in compliance with the article R211-4-h of the tourism law.  
 

XVII. PERSONAL DATA 
 
Some information should be sent to Endallah for your booking and/or preparing a quotation. If you don’t provide that 
information, Endallah will not be able to answer your request.  
 
In compliance with the law, especially regarding personal data privacy, your data are needed for dealing with your 
requests and are only to be used by Endallah and the French Organization of Fair tourism (ATES).  
 
The information that you provide are registered in Endallah computerized documents. In order to execute your trip, 
that information will be communicated to Endallah partners and suppliers (hotels, airlines …) that could be based 
outside of the European union.  
 
You can get access to all your data and decide to change or delete them by contacting Endallah. Endallah policy 
regarding personal data, in compliance with the GDPR regulation (Rule n°2016/679) is available upon request.  
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Ms Marine Chauvetet 

Endallah President 

 

XVIII. FAIR & SUSTAINABLE TOURISM 
 
Endallah has decided to commit to respect the principles of fair and sustainable tourism in order for its trips to create 
development opportunities for the local communities. Endallah is currently being audited by the French Organization 
of Fair tourism (ATES) to get a label for all its trips. This organization checks 54 criteria regarding Endallah policies for 
managing its organization, executing its trips and collaborating with local communities.  
 
As such, Endallah is as much transparent as possible regarding its prices, follows the principles of fair trade for the 
salaries of the locals, helps to fund some development projects thanks to part of the price of your trip, maximize the 
economic impact and meetings with locals.  
 
The detail of all criteria in available (in French only) on the following link:  
http://www.tourismesolidaire.org/label/presentation  
  

XIX. CLAIMS 
 
1. During the stay 
 
You should inform Endallah as soon as possible about any non-compliance observed during your stay. Endallah 
recommends you inform the local team / suppliers and to ask our local representant to write down any failure in the 
contract execution. You can also inform Endallah with the urgency number that has been communicated in your travel 
documents.  

If you don’t inform the local team / suppliers of the non-compliance during your stay, it can impact the potential 
damages or discounts that you could get if the non-compliance could have been lowered by your earlier 
communication.  

2. After your stay 
 
Any claim should be sent with all the proofs maximum 30 days after your return. The claims will be considered only if 
they deal with the booking contract. Any subjective complaint will not be considered. The potential discount given 
for a complaint regarding the stay and land transports will be only based on the price of the non-compliant services.  
 
Endallah commits to do its best to deal with the claims within 4 weeks after receiving the complaint. But if the case is 
complex or if Endallah needs to investigate further with its local suppliers, this timing can be extended.  
 
After having discussed with Endallah and if you are not satisfied within the above timings, you can reach out to the 
Tourism and Travel Mediator. Endallah will communicate you their contact details.  
 
The client can also leverage the European online disputes platform planned by the EU regulation n°524/2013 
(https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/odr) 
 

XX. TRAVELLERS RIGHTS 

The combination of the travel services that Endallah offers use is a package as stated by the European directive 
2015/2302 and the article L211-2 II of the tourism laws. You benefit from all the rights offered by the European Union 
that are applicable to travel packages as explained in the tourism law. Endallah is fully responsible for the great 
execution of the contract. On top, as required by the law, Endallah is protected to refund all your payments and if the 
transports is included in the package, to repatriate you in case it goes bankrupt. You can find more information about 
the major rights provided by the European Directive here:  https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-
content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32015L2302 

http://www.tourismesolidaire.org/label/presentation
https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/odr

